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ABSTRACT 

 

Known as an inverse problem involved in matrix-based computation, it occasionally happens 

that the given linear matrix (as a transformation operator) deploys ill-posed conditions with 

extensively large matrix size. Even though the pseudo inverse matrix computation meets all 

numerical satisfaction, the inverse solution fidelity still remains uncertain with error bar of 

estimation because the signal of practical system is buried or mixed with undesired noise 

backgrounds. For many practical applications, it is a common demand that the invertible 

matrix representation between the observable measure and the origin (treated as an unknown 

solution) be deployed in a numerically computable way. To do this, we studied the relevant 

projection matrices categorized in two kinds: P=A-1A and Q=AA
-1

 for a given A-matrix. The 

first numerical requirement is indeed the accuracy performance free from numerical truncation 

propagation problem under successive matrix inversion computation cycles.  This is partially 

valid at the particular condition: According to a math function of pseudo inverse matrix (e.g. 

“pinv”@matlab), the numerical tolerance associated with iteration process gives a limitation 

to generate discrete solution values, with less meaningful argument that both ||P-P
2
||→0 and 

||Q-Q
2
||→0 take place even at P≠Q. On the other hand, more extensively, the isotropic case of 

||P-P
2
||=||Q-Q

2
|| can be imposed on the topology-invariant algebraic conditions, particularly for 

the matrix feature preservation (apparently, P ≈ Q≠I for a square symmetric A-matrix, along 

the differential trajectory path in appropriate manner). In our study, using a novel SVD 

simplification for the first time, the latter condition was derived from a series of matrix 

multiplications consisting of the so-called singularity regularization method [ref.1] adopting 

the synthesized operator-loop architecture. Above all, our selection of these matrix operator 

sequences has admitted the best way of balancing left-side and right-side operators towards 

ultimately invertible matrix representation. Within our numerical accuracy achievement, as 

shown in Figure 1, the feature-specific response behavior is clearly plotted in terms of varying 

regularization parameters (the small positively-valued numbers onto the matrix diagonal 

additive contents, conventionally used for protecting numerically ill-posed problem in such an 

inverse computation) imposed on the limited matrix block range. We can observe multiple 

nodal points at ||Q-Q
2
||=0.25, perhaps inquiring the percolation inference specified with 

critical-value point appearance. This demonstration was carried out throughout our specific 

analytic evaluation: One of the best examples is a largely sized Hilbert matrix [ref.2], that is, 

the most numerically difficult case in spite of the known inverse algebraic expression. The 

novel numerical methodology (namely, “spinv” - the synthesized pseudo inversion) and its 

numerical test result will be discussed in our presentation. As well, this universal math will be 

an issue for technical application potentiality, while emphasizing the prerequisite for setting 



specific structured matrices in an appropriate manner of algebraic projection and mapping, 

inclusively associated with the ordinary differential equation.  
 

 

            
 

Figure 1.  The numerical test result of synthesized pseudo inverse matrix computation. This 

numerical algorithm was formerly named as STIC(Synthesized Topological Inverse 

Computation). (ref.1)   Developed subroutine function is available in a simple matlab-based 

expression,  [inverse_matrix_output] = spinv(matrix_input, alpha_regularization_parameter).  

In this figure, K
-1s

 indicates the computed result using this spinv_function. As plotted with the 

variation of alpha_parameter, the resultant response curves imply the oscillatory behavior in 

distinctive periods, even curiously coupled with the same matrix feature. A variety of sizes 

and features of matrices are selectable optimally for specific numerical works. Above all, 

appropriate matrix operation sequence was selected as well, showing the numerical 

enhancement in the red-curve (relatively better) compared to the blue-curve.    
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